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Site 
The landscape has the natural and human history embedded in itself and consists of many 
different sites. But: the site doesn’t produce an idea. The idea, enhanced by the site and its 
specific attributes, is developed by by the artistic, more or less, conscious experience of the 
specific space and transformed into a creative act, the design. This gives a new 
transformation of the natural site, when added towards it in real. 
 
Kronoskogen and Ryggs 
The history of Ängelholm is closely realted with the territory called Kronoskogen, because 
this was built/planted since the 18th c. to protect Ängelholm against the flying sands. The 
name of the territory relates towards the king, whom might have owned it, but for sure 
ordered the big landscape construction. 
The topography of the territory is very extraordinary: 8 still preserved dykes of different 
height, called Ryggs, in North<->South direction and parallel towards the beach structure the 
forest from West (=beach) towards the railway(=East). The highest dykes are ca. 3 m, the 
lower ones ca. 1,5 m high.  
As already said, they were constructed for many years to protect the territory against the 
flying sands, were immediately planted after construction with forest, especially pine and 
other quick growing needle trees. The famous botanist and founder of plant systemology, 
Carl von Linné, 1707-1778, also passed by in 1739 to describe and advise the project. 
The sub-construction of the Ryggs are built by tree-trunks and stone, as I was told. They are 
many kilometres long and were constructed into a former natural marsh landscape, which 
was later covered by the flying sands. This natural history can be seen by the little canals 
and rivers still crossing the forest. 
The vegetation crust isn’t very thick, so immediately the sand can be seen. 
 
Approach 
My approach is always architectonical and site-specific, so always related towards an 
existing space and site. Therefore, the Ryggs and the specific topography of the 
Kronoskogen with its artificial and natural history attracted my attention at once. Those 
structures are  results of human acting in and with the landscape. 
Special experiences with spaces, spatial structures and orientation are inherent and are still 
possible to experience nowadays. 
 
Experience of the site 
On 7.7.2017 I visited the territory for the 1rst time. The limitation of the territory for artistic 
interventions was/is the connection between the railway museum and the beach, called 
Blocklinjen, a ca. 1,6 km long way crossing Kronoskogen. 
Very soon, I discovered the Ryggs and their intervals and so quickly my/our site was clear: 
two following Ryggs, one high, the other adjacent lower: (GPS: 56.247642. 12843290). 
Why? The territory around these Ryggs shows a more open character, towards West and 
North with bigger light full meadows, towards South and East with a bigger density of high 
trees, giving a more closed character. 
The Blocklinjen, probably late in the 19th oder 20th c built, is a big cut through the Ryggs, 
giving a door like situation of more shadow, preceded and followed by light full spaces. 
So, the analysis of the qualities of the space around the Ryggs derives in a very complex 
image about the territories’ qualities. 
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The forest was always artificial, mainly planted with economically useful and fast growing 



trees(pine trees, needle wood). Until today it is run by Sveaskov, the big Swedish Wood 
Compagny. 
Within this landscape as a surrounding space other new spaces shall be introduced as 
concept. It will be a sort of settlement with abstract architectonical installations. As settlement 
I understand the site specific implementation of abstract white coloured three dimensional 
spatial drawings. These space objects are built ideas at the site, but conceptually more 
objects could be possibly done, but just as ideas of pure architecture. This is the important 
difference to an urbanistic planning, that there are no needs, no desires for uses. And so, this 
may explain the reference towards the subtitle, mentioning Theo van Doesburg. He created 
around 1930 the term of Art Concret, which means compositions of space, area, line and 
colour and not derived from an abstraction, but just pure compositions. 
By a lower scaled spatial object in scale of 1 = 100, ca. 65 x 65 x 25 cm, I did several spatial 
experiments and could proof their possibility then.  
 
2 Spatial Drawings 
After having done a selection of possible spatial objects on the lower scale, we (Viktor Erik 
Jensen and I) decided to build 2 spatial drawings: 
 

1. Site: Crossing Blocklinjen/big Rygg: The Reconnection 
The optical reconnection of the 2 parts of the big Rygg, cut by Blocklinjen to regain a 
continuous space. 
2 rectangular wall structures build a door like situation of ca. 60 cm width. The same 
appears on both sides of Blocklinjen, so corresponding to each other. 
 

2. Site: Little hill n-w of Ryggs 
This little hill, ca. 2 m high has 2 impressive tree trunks on top, on standing like a 
Stele, the other lying down. 
A high cylinder, ca. 1,85 diam x 3,4/3,6 m, done by 16 roof battens in a network like 
construction surrounds the artefacts like a hiding space. This architectonical object 
underlines the special topography in a monumental way. 

 
Ad 1: The Reconnection of the cutten spaces 
These spatial objects, same building type, ca. 3 x 3 x 3 m, are facing eacxh other on 
opposite sites of the cutten Rygg. They are orientated towards each other so that the 
transient space of the path on both sites is in an optical sense reconnected. 
The walls are constructed by a ladder like structure of rrof battens and may remember the 
sub-constructions of the Ryggs and the shintoistic Tori-Architectures in Japan as well, doors 
towards the landscape. 
The ladder like wall structure (ca. 30 cm width) allows to fill up the interval space with local 
older branches from the site in a horizontal layer. This closing may enhance the the focus on 
the transient reconnected space on the opposite site. 
The view from the northern Rygg part towards the southern shows a strong verticality of the 
high and dense needle trees. Therefore, the filling up with branches gives a nice formal 
contrast as well. 
The northern spatial drawing is totally open, just pure, linear construction. Its frame like 
openings/windows may focus on the surrounding more different shaped trees in contrast to 
the opposite side and so underline the more open character of the northern site. 
 
Both wall structures, same as all the other works are coloured with chalk. This is a reference 
to earlier works from 2011 and 2015 and also enhancing the abstract character of the works 
in contrast towards the surrounding brownish tree trunks.  
 
Ad 2: The Cylinder on the little hill 
The little hill mostly consists by sand with little vegetation. The tree trunks are on top at a little 
non regular plateau of ca. 1,2 dia m.  
The building/cylinder, ca. 1,85 dia m and ca. 3,4 – 3,6 m height, is constructed of 16 roof 



battens which are cross/net like linked with each other and are digged into the ground by 60 
– 80 cm for stability reasons.  
With this spatial drawing, this very specific site with the artefacts of the tree trunks and its 
topography they will be put into scene and give a nice contrast to the surrounding trees. 
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